
Reign Financial International (RFI) preparing
for the company’s next chapter – Growth

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES,

September 22, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Reign Financial

International - A premier Client-Centric

Financial Solutions Firm heavily

focused on large and small scale

financial transactions, announced

today that the company is poised for

growth and is expanding its

operations.

Following three years of creating a

highly respected presence supporting

Small and Large Cap clients, globally,

Reign Financial is now adding to and

repositioning its strategy to further

build on these successes. The company

recently released information that it

intends to stay the course in support of

small-cap and micro-cap, as well as its

solutions for large-cap clients. Due to

successes for such clients, the

company has started implementing

plans for expansion. The company had

recently put a halt on projects for a few

weeks to reorganize and focus its

energies on restructuring and creating

new business models to increase its

offerings for its international client

base – it is now ready for the next

chapter.

As CEO Giorgio Johnson explained:

“Driven by our client-centric values, we

http://www.einpresswire.com


are always looking to meet the

increasing sophistication and demands

of our clients’ needs through expanded

offerings and solutions. Additionally,

our growing deal flow requires us to

reorganize and expand to focus our

organization around these new

demands and opportunities.” 

The company continues to stress its

uniqueness and prides itself on being

fluid in creativity and its innovative

approach to client solutions as being

its foundation. In a finance world

where clients are often pushed to fit a

standardized box, RFI’s strategy is to create the individualized box that affords their clientele the

opportunity to meet their goals.

Johnson detailed further: “While we will continue to build on our very strongly performing Small

Cap options and opportunities, as well our Large Cap client base, we will be driving our lending

solutions and property development, among other expansions.” The company stated there

would be further announcements to this effect in the coming months.

In a phased process, Reign Financial will create a physical presence in key cities in the USA,

Europe and Australasia.

Additionally, Reign is in the process of forming a Foundation to promote the social values of the

founders.

About Reign Financial International, LLC

Founded in 2018, Reign Financial International was spun off from its sister company, Reign

Capital and Consulting Group to fill a need for specialized large and small-cap transactions. With

a heavy focus on transactional business, its concerted efforts are driven by client needs and

implemented by carefully crafted financial strategies tailored towards dynamic growth models.

As a company, its intended purpose is to create options and solutions for clients in need of a

hands-on team with a creative approach to an ever-changing global financial market. Reign

Financial’s diversified offerings and its suite of financial tools offer clients unique economic

vehicles unparalleled to other firms in its space.

DISCLAIMER: Reign Financial International Personnel are NOT United States Securities Dealers or

Brokers or U.S. Investment advisers. Personnel is Consultants and makes no warranties or

representations as to the Buyer, Seller or Transaction. All due diligence is the responsibility of the

Buyer and Seller. This document is never to be considered a solicitation for any purpose in any



form or content. Upon receipt of these documents, the Recipient hereby acknowledges this

Disclaimer. If the acknowledgement is not accepted, the Recipient must return any and all

documents in their original receipted condition to Sender. This electronic communication is

covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, Codified at 18 U.S.C 1367,2510-

2521, 2701-2710, 3121-3126, also Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 15 USC, Subchapter1, Sec. 6801-6809.
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